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1. Overview
PR Worx was approached by Mr South Africa (Mr SA) to handle PR for the brand on a pro-bono
basis. However, the brand had no budget other than R1,000 a month for media tracking. A PR
challenge the agency accepted.
Desktop research shows that SA has approximately 3,7 million orphans and about 150,000
children are believed to be living in child-headed households. UNICEF also reported that on
average 50,000 children are victims of crime yearly, with sexual offences constituting about
40 percent of these cases. With a legacy of high levels of domestic violence, substance abuse,
sexual abuse and neglect, SA’s children are in desperate need of role models.
PR Worx therefore devised the Mr SA: Men of Honour campaign to make a real and positive
difference in the lives of those who need guidance and help the most.

2. Statement of Problem &
Opportunity
Despite being around for 33 years, the Mr SA brand doesn’t carry quite the same clout as Miss
SA. The common misconception is that the winner is simply a pretty face with a good body, a
male model.
This couldn’t be further from the truth. The Mr SA 2014 competition attracted 118 entries,
ranging from lawyers to accountants, doctors to entrepreneurs, students to policemen, all
Model Males.
We saw this as an opportunity to reposition Mr SA and highlight the fact that these are truly ‘Men
of Honour’ wanting to make a difference. Taking the slogan beyond lip service and employing
it into the very essence of the brand, we created a platform that the contestants and all South
Africans could be proud of.

3. Research
Basic demographics were compiled from interviewing various supporters and online fans; we
also spoke to previous Mr SA titleholders and the media to determine their perceptions. The
insights gained were key in creating the ‘Men of Honour’ concept.
Research conducted on similar competitions such as Miss and Mrs SA revealed that the ladies
received more support because of their direct engagement through community outreach
initiatives.
This process was done in consultation with Mr SA CEO, Rudi Baker to ensure that constant
feedback was maintained and amends to strategies could be made where needed.

Armand du Plessis, Mr SA 2014

4. Planning
4.1. Audiences and messages
Audience

Description

Expected
Message
outcome
takeouts
Instil pride in the  I am a Man of
contestants and
Honour and
encourage
can make a
support of
difference
activities

Vehicle

Primary:

 Contestants

 Potential
sponsors

Highlight Mr SA
as a brand to be
associated with
and secure their
support

 Meetings
 Media
coverage

 Media

Support of Mr
SA and
contestants in
their journey of
becoming
valued role
models

 Mr SA is not a
male model
but a model
male
 I want to be
involved
 Mr SA is a
credible
brand and
making a
tangible
difference

 Mr SA is a
role model
and Man of
Honour
 I want to
support the
brand




Secondary: 

General public
Gain their
 57% women support
 43% men
 Aged 18 - 44
 LSM 5 - 9

 Communiqués
 Daily
challenges
 Media
 Finalist Week

 Releases
 Interviews
 Contestant
interaction
 Site visits

Media articles
Social media

Planning

4.2. Objectives, Measurable Criteria and
Evaluation
Objectives

Measurable criteria for Evaluation / Actual successes
success

Plan, lead, and execute
an integrated
communications and
media strategy.



Inform media of the
new direction of Mr
SA and generate
support through a
minimum of:
 48 broadcast
 72 print
 96 online

 438 pieces were generated from
April - January:
 78 broadcast pieces (exceed
by 162%)
 125 press articles (exceed by
174%)
 235 online articles (exceed by
245%)
 Reach:
 Over 130 million readers
 Over 25 million
viewers/listeners



Use contestants to
generate publicity





Compile social
media plans to
engage fans






Each
least:
o
o
o

contestant

achieved

at

28 broadcast interviews
51 print interviews
94 online pieces

Integrated monthly posting
plans led to a loyal fan following
and active engagement.
Twitter followers: 2,093 (2013:
417, increase of 502%)
Facebook fans: 10,968 (2013:
5,354, increase of 204%)



Highlight that being 
a Mr SA Man of
Honour
goes
beyond a slogan

Conceived and created the Men
of Honour campaign which not
only rebranding Mr SA but gave
the contestants something to
stand for



Create challenges
that benefit local
communities:
o Build 10 selfsustaining
vegetable
gardens

Contestants achieved:






22 veggie gardens
Drug talks given at 75
different schools
(averaging 1,000 students
per school, working on

Planning

4.2. Objectives, Measurable Criteria and
Evaluation
o Impact 50,000
people
through drug
talks
o Collect 100
blankets for
charity
o Impact 50,000
people
through Men
of Honour
talks
o Mentor 25
young
people, at
least one
person for
each Top 25
contestant


Host Finalist Week to 
get to the Top 12










Instituted the
#100DayMenofHonour online
campaign where fans and
contestants impacted local
communities through daily
challenges
 Social media stats show
that over 1 million
people were impacted in
100 days




EnGedi became a main sponsor
Hosted Finalise Week and grand
finale, at no cost

for 

Aside from Mr SA CEO, secured
three top SA achievers:
 PRISM
Lifetime
Achievement
recipient,
Madelain Roscher
 SACCI Business Woman
of The Year 2014, Joelene
Leeuwnar-Maritz

Create opportunities
for contestants to
engage with
supporters

Secure a venue

Secure
panel

judges

the social multiplier that
each person affects ten
others around them,
which means 750,000
people reached)
506 blankets donated
Men of Honour talks
given at 32 different
schools (social multiplier:
over 320,000 people
reached)
45 mentees impacted
(additional 20)

Planning

4.2. Objectives, Measurable Criteria and
Evaluation


Host a grand finale at
no cost



Set up twice daily
challenges for
eliminations



Secured
sponsorship
from
companies for challenges, i.e.:
 Extreme Bootcamp
 Roadside first aid training
 Business coaching, etc



Crowned Mr SA
2014 on 28 January



Hosted successful grand finale,
cost free through sponsorships:
 Decor
 AV/Technical
 Entertainment (Lloyd Cele)
 MCs
 Contestant clothing
Directed the entire production




Due to limited seats,
secure key media:
o 2 print
o 2 broadcast
o 1 online

PR Worx created extra seating to
accommodate:
 5 print (Up: 250%)
 9 broadcast (Up: 450%)
 3 online (Up: 300%)



Secure prize value
for the top 3, to
value of R60,000







Generate maximum
ROI through positive
media exposure

Generations
star,
Nambitha Mpulwana



Generate coverage
to cover PR costs
(R10,000)





Mr SA 2014 received
R565,000+ prizes
First /second received R33,280
and R35,280 prizes
respectively
Top 12 prizes: R25,280 each
Total prize value: R886,360.00
(exceeded 1,477% or
R826,360.00)

Generated R15m+ (AVE 1:1),
exceeded expectations by
152,504%
Generated about R1.5m
positive monthly publicity

5. Execution
In addition to generating maximum positive exposure for the Mr SA brand, we also created all
Mr SA’s engagements and challenges, handling admin including contestants’ reporting systems.
Our campaigns also spanned community involvement, social media, internal communications
between the brand and contestants, eventing, setting up and managing Mr SA Finalist Week,
which included sponsors and twice-daily challenges. Mr SA challenges tested their leadership,
planning and management skills, innovative thinking and creative problem solving capabilities.
By utilising our relationships with various companies, we secured sponsorship for the brand.
Through various integrated communications activities, the Mr SA competition became
synonymous with the phrase “Men of Honour”.
Media support was tremendous and elevated brand perceptions.

6. Evaluation
See 4.2.

7. Conclusion
PR Worx’s Men of Honour campaign went beyond PR tactics, creating a social movement among
contestants and South Africans to fight for human dignity, stand up for social injustice and
making a real and tangible difference in the lives of those who need guidance and direction the
most.
We created a platform for Mr SA that the country is proud to support and we therefore believe
that Mr SA is worthy of a Gold PRISM for PR on a Shoestring.
[1,275 words including headings]

Addendum A –
Letter of Endorsement from client
From: Rudi Baker
Sent: 30 January 2015 18:08
To: ‘madelain@prworx.co.za’
Subject: Re: PRISA PRISM Awards
Dear Madelain and team,
Words cannot express the immensity of the gratitude I feel towards you. You have proven your
worthiness of all your awards over and over again. I am truly honoured to work with the most
efficient, professional, ambitious and driven public relations company in South Africa. I promise
to honour and support you, and I will try to make your job as easy as possible.
You will never truly know the extent of the value you have contributed to my brand, my company
and my life by being who you are and by the support you have shown me.
In the past 2 years I have literally sacrificed everything I had, owned and worked for all my life
while pushing forward with a brand that I believe can be the biggest platform in South Africa
to facilitate a significant change in society. During this time, I learned a lot and have also grown
in myself, despite losing everything, but I never lost my passion for my cause and always kept
the bigger picture in mind, and I will keep fighting until my last breath. A lot of people wanted
to become involved, ultimately I realised it was for all the wrong reasons and I left them behind
and pushed on. I had to do this alone up to the point where you chose to stand with me, and
for the first time since owning the brand, I felt truly supported with the purest intentions, with
a team that shares my vision and who believes in my cause, a team that I can trust with my
life, by a company that shares my work ethic, a team that is driven by excellence, embodies
professionalism and always have my brand as their first priority.
You and your staff inspire me, and I have never been so proud to have anyone associated with
my brand. I salute you for the company you have built, and I think, looking from the inside, you
can never see what a phenomenal achievement that has been.
For that you have done for me and the brand over the past year, I 100% endorse your submission
and believe that the work you is worthy of a gold PRISA PRISM award.
Yours sincerely

Addendum B Campaign endorsement from media

‘The new Mr South Africa will become a poster boy as a man of honour who lives and
breathes to do good for others - while looking pretty damn good too.’ - Adriaan Roets, the
Citizen ‘Mr SA contest is more than just looks’
‘The theme of this year’s competition was “Men of Honour” and so the search was on for
someone who could live up to “a lifestyle that positively influences the lives of others
every day and epitomises accountability, care, respect, honesty, integrity and obligation”.’
- Staff Reporter, The Times ‘Meet the new Mr SA’
‘The Mr South Africa brand prides itself on finding role models  rather than just male
models men who can hold a position and not just a title.’ - Mpiletso Motumi, The Star ‘Mr
South Africa - more than a looker’
‘Over the past few months, the Mr South Africa competition has become synonymous with
the phrase “Men of Honour”. This statement extends beyond a marketing slogan or mere
lip service as the Top 50 contestants have engaged with their local communities, inspired
students and truly represented the brand.’ - Charis Apelgren, Zalebs.com ‘Mr South Africa
2014 announces Top 25 finalists’
‘Mr South Africa Top 50finalist Const Thomas Mogadime from the Bethal Police recently
visited Hoerskool Hoogenhout. He spoke to the boys about being a man of honour and
said you need to accept the responsibility that you have a calling to make a real and
remarkable difference in the lives of those who need your guidance and direction the
most. “Accepting and respecting the rights of others, fighting for human dignity, standing
up for social justice and appreciating the environment make you the person you are,” he
said.’- Staff Reporter, Ridge Times ‘Man of Honour’
‘The contestants share that ‘being a man of honour is a philosophy that permeates every
thought, everything we say, everything we share, everything we do’.’ - Lerato Mbangeni,
The Star ‘Mr SA hopefuls narrowed down’

Addendum C Campaign endorsement from members of
the public
‘Ek sou NOOIT kon besef dat iets soos Mr SA my lewe sou verander, maar dit het en ek is baie
dankbaar daarvor (alhoewel ek nie ‘n deelnemer is nie). Ek het die wonderlikse vriende/
mense op my pad by gekry. Hier is ‘n paar wat vir my uitstaan: Morne Marais, Morne
Emery, Armand du Plessis, Chantal Riley, Madelain Roscher, Rudi Baker, John Owens, Jaco
Gerrits. Julle almal bly awesome verby, dankie date ek by julle kan leer. Dankie date ek na
elkeen van julle kan op kyk. Julle is sowaar my GROOTSTE inspirasies.’ - Fanie Nel
‘@Pieter Du Plessis looking forward to your outcome of this challenge, your values are in
place and it is shows in the wonderful beautiful person that you are! This should not be a
challenge for you at all because it’s a normal way of living for you! I look up to you and
so does many others! You inspire us on a daily basis to be a better person!’ - Riaan de Jager
‘The Men of Honour campaign has inspired me to the extent that I can be a role model for
someone else. Men of honour don’t abuse. Men of honour inspirs. Those guys portrayed a
wonderful character and leadership skills.’ - Mlandeli Jange
‘Looking forward to learning from the Men of Honour as my school is dealing with children
who lost hope in drugs and gangsterism. We need people who can mentor us. My school is
David Livingstone High.’. - King Athenkosi Fani
‘Respect, determination, positive attitude, goal driven, and should be humble. And most
importantly, be a person that a lot of people can look up to - thanks Men of Honour
campaign for showing us examples of this.’- John-Jacques Martin Hasenberg
‘Being a leader and encouraging others to be leaders. A great leader does not create
followers. Always behave like the world is watching you, Don’t preach peace in public and
do the opposite behind closed doors. Respect self, the old and the young. Most of all, being
yourself and commitment to the community, great example to children and ability to
inspire the uninspired, that is what the Men of Honour campaign has taught me.’ - Shane
Gee
‘Going out of his way to put a smile on other people’s faces! Doing the best he can to
motivate them and help them achieve their dreams. That is what I have taken from the
Men of Honour campaign.’ - Melissa Coetzee

Addendum C Campaign endorsement from members of
the public
‘I look today across the landscape of broken promises, selfish acts and cowardly decisions
will expose the fact that there are few, indeed, who truly have a sense of honour. Honour
means little, because we generally do not understand it’s worth, nor do we care to ascertain
it.
Whether or not we ultimately achieve a name of honour depends on keeping our promises,
dealing with others justly, and demonstrating lives of compassion. The manner in which
we are known becomes the platform
1. honesty, fairness, or integrity in one’s beliefs and actions
2. a source of credit or distinction
3. such respect manifested
4. high public esteem; fame; glory
5. a man who adheres to what is right or to a high standard of conduct.
Thank you for showing South Africa that Men of Honour still do exist and how we can all
move together from here.’ - Carin Hoffmann
‘Iemand wat onvoorwaardelik gee sonder om eer of iets terug te verwag. Iemand wat
opstaan vir sy gemeenskap en hulle hande sterk deur hulle op te bou. Dis vir my ‘n Man
of Honour.’ - Corné Van Wyk

Addendum D Letters of Endorsement from sponsors

To Whom It May Concern:
It is with great pleasure that I am writing this recommendation letter. I am the business owner
at Digipix photography
I have worked very closely with PR Worx and their staff on the MR South Africa 2014/15 project,
Digipix was one of the sponsors for MRSA and I would recommend PR Worx to every company
who want to make use of their wide service offering . I have been in business for the past 12
years and have dealt with several public relations companies in my time, at first I thought that it’s
going to be one of those Déjà vu moments, but surprisingly I was blown away by their utmost
professionalism and time management. Never was I left in the dark, information reached me in
time and allowed me enough time to do my own time management. In my line of business it’s
very important to know all the detail of such an event upfront. I have received all the information
promptly that I have asked for.
The Mr South Africa event is a prestigious event that attract lots of media and celebrity attention,
according to what I have witnessed all VIP’s have received top quality attention and was well
taken care of, but not neglecting the other guests. This event was well planned and was flawlessly
executed. I have attended several events in this category and could only speak positively and
with high recommendation about PR Worx.
It is very clear that PR Worx and their staff are well disciplined and professional and anyone that
make use of their service WILL agree with me on this point. PR Worx has been nothing short
of an exemplary company. If you have any further questions, feel free to contact me and I’ll be
happy to answer any questions you have.
Sincerely,
Jaco Hoffmann
Business owner and Professional Photographer
Pix@digipix.co.za 0836938610

Addendum D Letters of Endorsement from sponsors

To whom it may concern
This is the first year in which we have become involved in the Mr South
Africa brand and we can assure you it won’t be the last, thanks in
large part to the contribution that PR Worx played in assisting us with
sponsorship requirements.
The team at PR Worx are always ready to assist with any query and have gone above and
beyond the call of duty to ensure that our involvement in Mr South Africa was a very smooth
and highly successful one.
I look forward to working with the team on many more projects in the future.
Kind regards
Alia Montani
082 783 6609

Dear Madelain and team
It is with great pleasure that I send you this letter
of recommendation regarding the recent work
you did on the Mr South Africa brand.
Having worked with you and the rest of your
team for over 13 years, I personally know the
calibre of work that you consistently deliver and the work you did on Mr South Africa is yet
another example of why your reputation for attention to detail and results that go well beyond
client expectations is well deserved.
Thank you once again for allowing us the pleasure of working with you. Here’s to the next
success!
Regards
Johann Els
Director
083 663 7289

Addendum E Feedback from contestants about competition, why they
entered and what it means to be a Man of Honour

Armand du Plessis, Mr South Africa 2014

My Mr South Africa journey, started in January 2014, shortly after
celebrating my 25th birthday. They always say, at the age of 25, you
have become a man and should know where you heading to in life
and with your life. But as a student, I wasn’t too sure what 2014
would hold for me and what was about to happen in this chapter,
called Mr South Africa…
The journey of Mr South Africa has been a humbling one with lots
of lessons learned. Close friendships were formed with 49 other
guys, with the announcement of the Top 50 Finalists, which was
narrowed down to 25 and then only 12. In life and in situations and
times when you need to rely on friends, you get to see who your
true friends are. From this experience, I can say that I am walking
away with 11 true friends, who I know I will be friends with for many
more years to come. I have been incredibly blessed by a lot of opportunities throughout the
past year, which wouldn’t have been possible if it wasn’t for the Mr South Africa competition.
This involved and built onto my existing community involvements which contributed to many
lives changed! I have always been passionate about making a difference and my community’s
lives, but the Mr South Africa competition even granted me the opportunity to make a change
abroad, something I would continue with should I be blessed with the Mr. South Africa title.
Today, with two days before I turn 26, while reflecting back on the year that has been, I clearly
now know who I am, where I am heading to with my life and what I want out of life. These
questions were all answered in the chapter called Mr South Africa. I am, more than ever before,
more excited about the journey that lies ahead! I can truly say this journey has changed me into
a MAN! Yes, a MAN OF HONOUR.

Morne Marais, first runner-up

Being a Man of Honour for me is more than just words. It is a lifestyle.
It is being that light in the dark situation, the helping hand where it is
needed, and to do it with a loving and caring heart and not to expect
or want anything in return. To be an example for others, by staying
humble and always be truthful. To show humility in all areas of your
life. Be an inspiration and role model to others.
The title for me is a working title and not just a name. It is being a man
that cares and loves his country and the people in it. It is to create
awareness in areas where people are in desperate need of help. To
show and give support to the community, and be a peoples person
and a man of South Africa that cares. To do anything and everything in
my power to be the pillar and support were people can hold on, and
look up to. To always stay humble and show love towards other. And I
believe and know that is all the qualities I posses and would work to make the Mr South African
title and name of 2014 be remembered as the Man with the Golden Heart.

Addendum E Feedback from contestants about competition, why they
entered and what it means to be a Man of Honour

Morne Emery, Top 5 Finalist

A true Man of Honour is someone that acts on his values and words
and promises. He is a doer and not just a payer of lip service. I believe
a Man of Honour can make a real difference in a fatherless generation by being a role model that kids can aspire to. A Man of Honour teaches
children from a very young age the values that are important and as a
school teacher, I want to implement the Men of Honour principals in my
own school system. This will create kids with inherently good core values
that they can take with them into their adult life and be change in the
world. I believe the Mr SA platform will give me the opportunity to create
a wave of inspired kids who will be the next generation to change this
world.

Kruger Swart, Top 5 Finalist

Men of Honour are those who act in meaningful ways to foster respect,
encourage healthy relationships and create positive opportunities for
people. Men of Honour strengthen their families, communities and
workplace. Men of Honour respect the integrity, individuality and
humanity of vulnerable children and adults. A Man of Honour is a
hard worker as well as a volunteer. Men of Honour condemn any
inappropriate behaviour, both in public and in private, therefore, every
man should be held accountable for his actions.
This is a pledge we live by and also why we want to influence young
men out there to, so they can join this campaign.
The Mr South Africa title will give me the platform to inspire other
people and to reach out, especially the youth as they are the future of
our country and nation. I honestly believe I have the ability to inspire
young men, and even more - the nation.

Addendum E Feedback from contestants about competition, why they
entered and what it means to be a Man of Honour

Jaco Gerrits, Top 12 Finalist

A lot of thought and careful consideration went into my decision to
enter Mr SA. I started this journey with specific objectives in mind
and looking back it has allowed me to achieve not only those, but
so much more... I’ve experienced personal growth on many levels,
met amazing people, made lifelong friends and had the privilege
to positively influence a number of lives along the way.
On a professional level I’ve experienced numerous benefits and
seen my network grow. Mr SA has proven to be a great platform to
meet with and explore collaboration opportunities with individuals,
companies and charities that are working towards similar goals. For
example, my latest venture CrashDetech is aligned to the United
Nations “Decade of Action for Road Safety” and I’m already jointly
working on ideas to further road safety with like minded companies and a charity, with the aim
to collectively bring about positive social and economic change.
Entering this competition has been one of the best decisions I’ve ever made. I can confidently
say that I’m a better version of myself today and I will treasure this experience, the lessons learnt
and the friendships I’ve made forever. Thank you for this amazing opportunity.

Pieter du Plessis, Top 12 Finalist

Being a Man of Honour means being consistent in living a lifestyle
that acts as a visual display of a strong Godly foundation, values and
morals. It means living with all of your heart to be an inspiration
and example that others will look up to. A Man of Honour is a role
model not because of his external appearance but because of his
heart, passion, integrity, ambition, purpose.
Mr SA would create a platform for me to fulfil my dream of inspiring
our youth to become Real Men, Men Of Honour. To fight for what
is right & to strive to live a life that is clean and filled with purpose.
As Mr SA, I would grow my Real Men campaign and use my reign
to influence young men to make the right decisions in some of
life’s biggest moments of impact. I would uphold the Mr SA Brand
and implement the Men of Honour way of thinking in the lives of
South African Men. We as men are leaders of this nation and as Mr SA I would proudly lead by
example, help and encourage as many individuals as possible to join hands with me and the Mr
SA brand as we aim to change lives and impact our rainbow nation.

Addendum E Feedback from contestants about competition, why they
entered and what it means to be a Man of Honour

Ditiro Rantloane, Top 12 Finalist

A Man of honour is a man who now and then stops and
assesses his landscape to vet if what he is currently busy with
is making a positive impact. If he realises that he is not, he
then will gather enough courage to change his course of
life in pursuit of his passion which in turn will greatly impact
his community and humanity. After all, who is a man if he
doesn’t strive to make his world better?
Why do I think I should win Mr South Africa? I actually have
many reasons but I will try to sum it up.
I have all the attributes that embody a model male that Mr
South Africa is looking for, I am passionate about invoking
the innate potential that many people especially young people have ignored. I want to remind
them of what they possess.
My background and current situation make me an ideal candidate because I am an “all rounder”,
raised in the townships by my gran, and depending on her pension, growing into manhood
without a father to guide me through this complex process, pushing beyond boundaries to
get those degrees and now at the age of 31 I am number four from the CEO position of huge
organisation that is 30 000 employees strong (Nedbank).
I believe I have a story to share…from a boy who used to catch the train and go to school without
pocket money to being the youngest property owner in our estate as well as the youngest
member of the Body Corporate…I want to share with everyone that success is possible!!
I can relate to both extremes, meaning the young men in townships because I went through
the challenges they are facing and I also can relate to the middle and upper class/business
people as I am currently playing in that role. Meaning I can talk shop and close deals and get
sponsorship and increase awareness of the Mr South Africa brand.
Young men out there don’t just want a pretty face with a six pack - they need someone who can
relate to what they are going through and guide them through the social pressures of :
•
Alcoholism
•
Materialism(as seen on TV, I also want)
•
Abuse (from parents and even teachers)
•
Lack of information/exposure
•
Gangsterism influence
•
Teenage pregnancy
I honestly can go on and on as this is truly my passion as I WANT TO SEE CHANGE…and If I can
do it, then why not them? Which is my campaign motto “ Why Not ME?
Those are some of the reasons why I know I am the right person for the title.

Addendum E Feedback from contestants about competition, why they
entered and what it means to be a Man of Honour

Brett Palframan, Top 25 Finalist

It’s not about achieving a once off task, it’s about living a lifestyle that
represents a respectful human being, not only to his fellow man, but to
everyone and things around him. Putting others needs in front of his
and achieving only greatness for those who cannot.
I strongly believe that the best man for the job should win, one that has
shone through all the darkness and pushed on through all the tasks.
The man on the street, the man with the voice of his fellow man. The
man that can uphold what we stand for as a country. Who is not only
real, but one that others will follow. If I succeed in achieving the above
and proving my worth, then yes, I do think I deserve the title.

David Mathe, Top 25 Finalist

A Man of Honour thinks before he acts, making sure all the details
and specifics are in order so that when he does make a move,
it’s a confident and determined one. He makes decisions while
considering and valuing the input of others and those closest to
him in the community.
I have a dream, as Man of Honour for the year 2014, I met some
challenges in my village whereby I had to use other community
systems to achieve my tasks in my journey. I came to the realisation
that there is power in me to make better contributions for my
community in business and sell Mr South Africa as a brand.
Being on top in the competition will give me the platform to do business together with my
village as I saw lack of socialisation in business, lack socialization in the community.
Therefore, I am looking forward to use the Mr South Africa brand as a platform to open
newspaper industry working together with arts and culture department for Taung to have
community local newspaper that I will call TT community newspaper( Tumisa Taung community
newspaper) which means Honour Taung.

Addendum F Examples of Media Releases

Mr South Africa 2014 Top 50 Contestants Announced
Following a gruelling process of elimination and many tough decisions, the Mr South Africa
competition has moved to the next phase of the competition with today’s announcement of its
Top 50 finalists.
“This year the competition was bigger than ever before with 118 great men entering. Cutting the
list down to only 50 contestants was a difficult and complex process. I would like to congratulate
those that made it through and to those that didn’t, I hope they take away some key learnings
and use it as developmental experience to come back stronger and more prepared next year,”
says Rudi Baker, CEO of Mr South Africa.
The 50 frontrunners demonstrated their clear leadership and management ability, strong
planning and entrepreneurial skill, innovative thinking and creative problem solving capability
in order to qualify for the next round. The decision was based on the scores received from a
challenge posed to them to fundraise, the support they received through their SMS voting
campaigns and their 60-second video introductions.
“What is important is that the Top 50 contestants have proved that they are ready to be groomed
as South Africa’s ‘Men of Honour’. This means that they share this philosophy and that they
accept a lifestyle that means that they do not only have the ability but the duty to positively
influence the lives of others - every day as a representative of our great country,” says Baker.
Mr South Africa and the judges would like to congratulate the following contestants for making
it through to the Top 50 round:
MRSA028
MRSA115
MRSA048
MRSA006
MRSA080
MRSA107
MRSA008
MRSA117
MRSA016
MRSA069
MRSA124
MRSA059
MRSA005
MRSA026
MRSA037
MRSA033
MRSA110
MRSA038

Geo Botha
Reinhardt Botha
Leslie Cawood
Anthony Churchyard
Regal Colyn
Charles Dlamini
Armand Du Plessis
Pieter Du Plessis
Christo Du Plessis
Nelius Du Preez
Morné Emery
Maurice Enslin
Andre Faro
Fabian Frank
JJ Geldenhuys
Jaco Gerrits
Johann Herbst
Juan-Martin Jordt

MRSA090
MRSA009
MRSA112
MRSA007
MRSA072
MRSA017
MRSA120
MRSA065
MRSA113
MRSA074
MRSA093
MRSA022
MRSA034
MRSA084
MRSA127
MRSA055
MRSA042
MRSA067

Thabang Kolobe
Armand Labuschagne
Juan-Pierre Liebenberg
Arauna Louw
Onke Mabude
Clive Maistry
Lesedi Mamabolo
Morné Marais
Drian Maree
Patrick Mkhutshulwa Mashapa
Thuso William Mathato
David Kgosietsile Mathe
Jafta Mathunyane
Sakhile Mcunu
Xavier Guru Mgidlana
Mahlatse Thomas Mogadime
Katlego Motshoene
Mpumelelo Mpebe
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MRSA052
MRSA092
MRSA012
MRSA043
MRSA118
MRSA098
MRSA088
MRSA066
MRSA068
MRSA086
MRSA061
MRSA045
MRSA099
MRSA083

Luke Nell
Themba Nkolele
Brett Richard Palframan
Keamohetse Rampaku
Ditiro Rantloane
Wiehan Riekert
Soon Scheepers
Mosa Sema
Ndumiso Goodman Shandu
Sibusiso Sibanda
Michael Smith
Krüger Swart
Mychail Van Wyk
Rudi Witkowsky

/Ends

About Mr South Africa:

Striving to find the perfect aspirational man; balanced in health, intelligence, passion, drive,
ambition, attractiveness. A leader, to inspire and motivate. To act as a role model for people to
aspire to. To make a difference in shaping a better South Africa.
Not a “male model” but a “model male”.
This competition has been running since 1982 and some of our entrants include: Michael Moll
(after winning became the Top Billing presenter), Marcus Muller (after winning became an
actor on Egoli), Dieter Voigt (after winning became the presenter of Pasella), Zino Ventura, (
C.I.G.A.R.E.), Stephen Segal (became the presenter of Life’s a Journey), and current Mr South
Africa, John Owens.
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Mr South Africa is about finding the ultimate Man of Honour
Winning the prestigious title of being crowed the mister or miss of your country
comes with great responsibility. It is for this very reason why only the best of the
best are selected to become that one person that the nation looks up to and aspires
to emulate.
The Mr South Africa competition is about more than just a pretty face, it is about
finding the perfect aspirational man who is balanced in intelligence, health, passion,
drive, ambition, and of course, attractiveness. He must be a leader who is able to
inspire and motivate, and he must be a role model for boys and men to aspire to.
The ultimate Man of Honour must be the change that South Africa needs.
According to Mr South Africa CEO, Rudi Baker, “Men of Honour is more than just the
theme or marketing slogan for the 2014 Mr South Africa competition. We believe
that being a Man of Honour is a philosophy that permeates through every thought,
everything we say, everything we share, everything we do.
“Research shows that South Africa has approximately 3,7 million orphans, about
half of whom have lost one or both parents to AIDS; and about 150,000 children
are believed to be living in child-headed households. UNICEF also reported that
on average 50,000 children are victims of crime every year, with sexual offences
constituting about 40 per cent of these cases. With a legacy of high levels of domestic
violence, substance abuse, sexual abuse and neglect, South Africa’s children are in
desperate need of role models. We are therefore adamant and confident that the
next Mr South Africa will lead by example as a Man of Honour, one who makes a
real and positive difference in the lives of those who need his guidance the most.”
Top 50 finalist, Name Surname of City says that it will be honour to represent the
Mr South Africa brand. “xxx.”
Following the contestants personal journey of development over the last few
months, it is clear to see that being Men of Honour goes beyond mere lip service.
These men are committed to accepting and respecting the rights of others, fighting
for human dignity, standing up for social justice and appreciating the environment.
These men are fully prepared to make a real and tangible difference in the lives of
those who need guidance and direction the most.
Baker concludes, “It is going to be a challenge to reduce the group to the Top 25 as
most contestants have proved that they are ready to be groomed as South Africa’s
‘Men of Honour’. Majority of them already share this philosophy and accept that
it means that they not only have the ability but the duty to positively influence the
lives of others, every day as a representative of our great country,” concludes Baker.
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This competition has been running since 1982 and some Mr South Africa titleholders
include Michael Moll (after winning became the Top Billing presenter), Marcus
Muller (after winning became an actor on Egoli), Dieter Voigt (after winning became
the presenter of Pasella), Zino Ventura (C.I.G.A.R.E.), Stephen Segal (became the
presenter of Life’s a Journey), and current Mr South Africa, John Owens.
If you would like to find out more on Mr South Africa organisation or to read up on
the top 50 finalists, please visit www.mrsa.co.za.
Ends/
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Mr South Africa 2014 announces Top 25 finalists
Over the past few months, the Mr South Africa competition has become synonymous with the
phrase “Men of Honour”. This statement extends beyond a marketing slogan or mere lip service
as the Top 50 contestants have engaged with their local communities, inspired students and
truly represented the brand.
“I am beyond proud of all that the Top 50 contestants have achieved to date, and they have
made the task of cutting down to the Top 25 finalists extremely difficult,” explains Rudi Baker,
CEO of Mr South Africa.
Unlike many other competitions, the Mr South Africa contest gives competitors monthly
challenges to test their leadership, planning and management skills, innovative thinking and
creative problem solving capabilities. For example, since announcing the Top 50, the men have
participated in the #BringBackOurGirls campaign; held educational talks at various schools
around the country; collected blankets for the underprivileged; created and raised funds for
the organisations through online advertising opportunities; and have had to drive awareness,
publicity and public support for themselves to name but a few activities.
As each task or project was completed successfully, every candidate was scored according to
their output and the desired outcomes. These scores were then added up and combined with
the support each contestant received through their individual SMS voting lines.
“As we move closer to announcing our title winner for 2014, it becomes increasingly difficult to
choose who goes through to the next round, as the competition is a fiercely contested one. Each
of our Top 50 have brought something to the competition this year, but the Top 25 have taken
it one step further, which has set them apart from the rest of the pack,” says Baker.
Mr South Africa and the judges would like to congratulate the following contestants for making
it through to the Top 25 round:
MRSA 005
MRSA 006
MRSA 008
MRSA 017
MRSA 022
MRSA 118
MRSA 026
MRSA 028
MRSA 033
MRSA 112
MRSA 110
MRSA 043
MRSA 045
MRSA 065
MRSA 124

Andre Faro
Anthony Churchyard
Armand Du Plessis
Clive Maistry
David Mathe
Ditiro Rantloane
Fabian Frank
Geo Botha
Jaco Gerrits
Jean-Pierre Liebenberg
Johann Herbst
Keamohetse Rampaku
Krüger Swart
Morné Marais
Morné Emery
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MRSA 068
MRSA 069
MRSA 117
MRSA 080
MRSA 086
MRSA 088
MRSA 090
MRSA 092
MRSA 098
MRSA 127

Ndumiso Goodman Shandu
Nelius Du Preez
Pieter Du Plessis
Regal Colyn
Sibusiso Sibanda
Soon Scheepers
Thabang Kolobe
Themba Nkolele
Wiehan Riekert
Xavier Mgidlana

“In recognising the achievements of the Top 25 contestants, I commend each and every
participant for their dedication, hard work and transformation during this competition. They
have every right to be proud of their efforts and achievements. I have no doubt that their future
efforts will be equally successful and rewarding, and that they will continue to be Men of Honour,
making the Mr South Africa brand proud!” concludes Rudi Baker, CEO of Mr South Africa.
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GENERAL SOCIAL MEDIA
Introducing contestants:

Sponsor posts:
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What it means to be a Man of Honour:
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SMS results posts:
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CHALLENGE POST

RESPONSE FROM CONTESTANT ON
SAME DAY

DAY 1:

South Africa, are you ready for the #1st Armand du Plessis, Top 25 Mr South
day of the 100 Day Men of Honour Africa finalist responded to the #100
Challenge?
Day Men of Honour Challenge. He
completed the first challenge: 'Men of
Challenge #1: Today, show the special Honour Do Not Abuse Women &
women and children in your life that you Children', by spending the afternoon
love and respect them. Take some pics with his nephew, Jeauvan. This is what
with them and load your selfies on your he had to say:
Facebook page and Tweet it to
@MrSAofficial as proof that this challenge "Time and love are the two most
is done.
important things I enjoy sharing with
my little nephew, Jeauvan. We use TIME
together to share in each other's
interests, we use LOVE to bring those
interests together, and in turn, it creates
magic moments like this one. He has
been an inspiration to me in realising
that it is important for us all to
remember that time is short and the
essence of being and joy is giving back
to those who support us and who we
love. Small acts of kindness go a long
way in showing those special to us just
how much we value them by putting
them and their needs above our own.
Whether it is kicking a ball around or
rolling around on the carpet, memories
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spent with those we love can never be
replaced or lost. It’s often the smallest
things that take the most room in your
heart."
Remember to post your challenge pics
on your Facebook wall, tag Mr South
Africa and Tweet it to @MrSAofficial

DAY 29:

DAY 29 OF
#100MENOFHONOURONLINECHALLENGE
S:
MEN OF HONOUR DON’T ACT LIKE A
KNOW-IT-ALL

Day 29's challenge reminded everyone
that Men of Honour don't act like
know-it-alls.

Ndumiso Shandu completely agreed
with the statement and had the
following to say about the challenge: "I
How To Avoid Seeming Like an Arrogant,
tutor high school learners Chemistry at
Know-it-all Jerk
YoFuture Academy. I like sharing my
knowledge but at times I do become a
Know-it-alls think they know everything.
bit of a 'know-it-all'. When I tutor it's
They feel superior, are dismissive of others’ about sharing my knowledge and
opinions, are unwilling to listen to others,
understanding of chemistry. But I
and love to tell others how to do their job. believe it is also important for the
students to share their knowledge with
Know-it-alls like to hear themselves talk.
me and sometimes spot my errors when
This behaviour may become so ingrained
that it becomes part of the know-it-all’s
I show them some formulae. This
creates a bond of trust between myself
personality. The bottom line is that they
don’t know any other way to act. They
and the learners because we all have
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come off as self-centred and pompous
and easily irk you, especially if you know
how to do your job well. You bite your
tongue when he starts telling you what
you already know. You bristle when she
talks down to you. But there are effective
ways to not be seen as a know-it-all:
Offer meaningful compliments: Emphasis
on the "meaningful." I try to say things
like, “You have a good memory” or “You
obviously know a lot about this subject.”
Empty, automatic compliments like “Great
tie!” don’t count.
Give credit to others: “The team did all the
work,” “Pat came up with this idea.” Being
generous with giving credit does not
minimise your contribution.
Don't dispute every comment that
someone makes. This is a surprisingly
common phenomenon. I've named it
Oppositional Conversational Style, and
even if you think the OCS style has much
to recommend it, most people don't like
to engage this way.
Ask questions and allow others to supply
information. I’ve seen good leaders ask
questions to which they knew the answers,
merely to allow others the chance to
demonstrate what they know. This is a
challenge for me. I am a real know-it-all; I
always want to wave my hand in the air. I
find it hard to ask for help, to say, “I don’t
know,” or keep quiet while others respond.
Admit error! It’s so hard to say “You were
right, I was wrong” or “This was my fault,”
but so important. Also, it’s a key to
leadership. As my father once told me, “If
you’ll take responsibility for failure, you’ll

one intention - to bring back good
results at the end of the year. It is
impossible for one person to know it all,
but together a group of people can
have a great amount of knowledge."
Keep up the good work gents!
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be given responsibility for decisions.”
Remember other people’s names and
some details of their lives. How many
times have you heard people complain
that “So-and-so has met me five times, but
never remembers me”? It hurts people’s
feelings. Unfortunately, I have a terrible
time with names, so I developed some
coping strategies for dealing with that.
Call on others for their specific
contributions: “Pat is our expert on that,”
“Lee, what do you think?”
Laugh at yourself. Few things are as
winning as people who are willing to poke
fun at their own foibles. This doesn’t mean
saying, “I’m so clueless” and waiting for
everyone to cry, “Oh, no, you’re great!” It
means honestly laughing at your
idiosyncrasies and mistakes.
Refuse to take offense. I work hard not to
take myself too seriously and not get my
back up.
Teasing. One way of showing fellow
feeling is teasing people – gently. People
liked to be joshed, but not about anything
sensitive. Be careful. It's very easy for
teasing to seem malicious and annoying,
even when you don't intend to.
Remember your limits. You’re just one
person. You’re not infallible. It actually is
possible that you’re wrong.
Don’t be a bore. Don't assume that others
are as interested in the minutiae of your
life as you are.
Engage yourself. Once I sat next to a guy I
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didn’t know, and whenever I asked him a
question about himself, he answered in a
word and turned the conversation to me.
I'm sure he thought he was being very
charming, but it made me feel as though
he didn't find me worthy of his answering
energy. And I couldn't become interested
in him, because I didn't learn anything
about him.
Be courteous to others, no matter who
they are. William Lyon Phelps wrote, “The
final test of a gentleman is his respect for
those who can be of no possible service to
him.” It's important to be nice to everyone.
https://www.linkedin.com/
To accept Challenge 29, let us know which
strategies you used today to make people
seem at ease around you and to make you
seem more approachable?
Comment, like and share this post. Don’t
forget to Tweet your pic and/or comment
to @MrSAofficial, using the hashtag
#MenOfHonour.
DAY 57:

DAY 57 OF

Today's challenge asked the Top 25 why
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#100DayMenOfHonourOnlineChallenges:
MEN OF HONOUR FOCUS ON A HEALTHY
MIND & A HEALTHY BODY
In order to be truly healthy, you need a
balance of both body and mind and it's
important to strive for balance in all
aspects of life.
To accept today’s challenge, show us how
you strike a balance

it was important to have both a healthy
mind and body.
JP Liebenberg shared: “I believe that we
should understand what is a balanced
lifestyle. Too much of one thing might
throw us of balance. For me a healthy
balance of mind and body will be a
good eating plan and daily food for my
soul. #MenOfHonour
#TakeCareOfTheirBodiesAndMinds”

Comment, like and share this post. Don’t
forget to Tweet your pic and/or comment
to @MrSAofficial, using the hashtag
#MenOfHonour

DAY 100:
DAY 100 DAY OF
#100DayMenOfHonourOnlineChallenges:

We couldn't have summed up our final
day any better than through the words
of
Kruger
Swart:

MEN OF HONOUR INSPIRE OTHERS TO
BECOME MEN AND WOMEN OF HONOUR
TOO

"As we come to the end of our
#100DayMenOfHonourOnlineChallenge
s, the journey for me has only just
begun.
As
the
#MenOfHonour
campaign helped me to grow to
become the best version of myself
which showed me that I have the ability
to achieve so much more in various

Can you believe we have come to the end
of our
#100DayMenOfHonourOnlineChallenges –
but this is by no means the end of the
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influence and positivity that we can
continue to share with those around us!
Each of us has the ability to positively
affect the people around us on a daily
basis, simply by being a good example
and taking an interest in their lives. Just
because the challenge is over, doesn’t
mean that we should revert to old habits.
There is so much we can teach the world
about being kinder, more respectful and
caring towards one another – our impact
can affect a country-wide and even global
attitude change if we put our mind to it.
To accept today's challenge, tell us how
you intend to continue to inspire those
around you to become Men and Women
of Honour

aspects

of

life.

The daily tasks challenged me on so
many levels - being distracted at work
and having daily personal tasks it’s easy
to lose sight of the importance of each
day, because we seem to have so many
of them. #MenOfHonour taught me
that a single day serves as a microcosm
of your life, so be sure to spend your
days in a way that embodies the way
you want to live your life. At the end of
it all your life will boil down to the
accumulation of all of your days, and
will serve as your masterpiece, so be
sure to spend time each day chiseling
the great sculpture that is your life.
Treat each day the same, don’t write off
days as being “bad, they still count
towards the total work of art.

Remember to comment, like and share this
post. Don’t forget to Tweet your pic
So from today onwards I encourage you
and/or comment to @MrSAofficial, using
to live by choice, not by chance. Make
the hashtag #MenOfHonour.
changes, not excuses. Be motivated, not
manipulated. Work to excel, not
compete. Listen to your own inner
voice, not the jumbled opinions of
everyone else. This is the way I believe
to inspire people! This is how you can
grow into the best version of YOU!
I would like to challenge each and
everyone out there to keep on inspiring
people through the quality of your life.
And remember always stay as a blessing
to others and God will bless you more.
#MenOfHonour
#WomenOfHonour
#MrSouthAfrica
Over and out!"

Addendum I Images from the Grand Finale Night
The Top 12 finalists in swimwear sponsored by Reebok

(From left to right)First runner up,
Morne Marais; Mr South Africa
2014, Armand du Plessis and
second runner up, Sibusiso Sibanda

Table decor
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Mrs South Africa 2014
contestants, Mrs Globe
2015 Riana Mooi (in
the middle) and Mrs
Charity 2015, Talitha
Jansen van Vuuren (far
right)

One of our entertainers on
the evening, Lloyd Cele

One of the Top 12 finalists, Geo Botha,
showing off his casual wear
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Our MCs for the evening, Shannon
Roscher and Brad Jay

Themba Nkolele, Top 12 finalist,
strutting his stuff in his suit from
Brand Luv U

Layout of the stage and judges table on the
grande finale evening

Addendum J Videos

Mr South Africa highlights of Finalist Week

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=PVYNi8kcEv4&feature=youtu.be

Mr South Africa highlights of Grand Finale

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Yn3Oj_dNFzY&feature=youtu.be

